AN ORDER OF THE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT COMMISSION

UNDER THE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT ACT

RE: THE CLEAN ENVIRONMENT COMMISSION and CALVERT OF CANADA LIMITED, Applicant,

WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of The Clean Environment Act, Calvert of Canada Limited, submitted an application to The Clean Environment Commission to prescribe limits on emissions to the air arising from the operation of a grain distillery and associated processes located on part of the NEQ of Section 20-19-4 EPM in the Rural Municipality of Gimli, Manitoba,

AND WHEREAS no representation was made to the Commission by any person who is, or is likely to be, affected by an Order of the said Commission prescribing limits in connection with emissions to the air from the said operation,

AND WHEREAS the said Commission considered the application on the 9th day of October, 1973, and again on the 15th day of October, 1974,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT

1. The Applicant shall ensure that particulate emissions to the air arising from the said operation do not exceed 0.57 grams per standard cubic meter calculated at 20 degrees Centigrade and 760 millimetres of mercury (corresponding to 0.25 grains per standard cubic foot calculated at 68 degrees Fahrenheit and 30 inches of mercury) at the point of emission,

2. The Applicant shall ensure that sulphur compounds emitted to the air arising from the said operation do not exceed 0.2 of one percentum by volume of the gases present calculated at a temperature of 20 degrees Centigrade and 760 millimetres of mercury, at the point of emission,

3. The Applicant shall ensure that at any point of impingement off the site of the said operation the following limits are not exceeded because of any emission to the air from the said operation:
3. cont'd. . . .

*(a) Dustfall – over a thirty day period – 1.5 milligrams per square centimeter,

**(b) Odour – not detectable when diluted with six equal volumes of odour-free air as determined at two successive samplings not less than 15 minutes apart, and not more than 60 minutes apart.

Order No. 407

Dated at the City of Winnipeg

this 6th day of NOVEMBER, 1974.

* Note that the dustfall limit relates to plant emissions and any test result should be reduced by the amount of normal background level.

** Odour – as measured with a Scentometer by the Environmental Management Division of the Manitoba Department of Mines, Resources and Environmental Management or as measured by another agency authorized by the Minister of the Department for this purpose.